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The F.A. ING. FERRETTI is a machine
created to solve the safety and efficiency issues that are present as of this
date during the final “hot air” cleaning
of the cheese forms. This innovation is
an ING. FERRETTI patent.
The F.A. ING. FERRETTI starts from the
use, now known, of the very reliable
“cleaning head” of the P.R.A. (Automatic Cleaning Flipping Machine).
Specific hot air producers have been
connected to this machine which
allows them to bring hot air to the surface of the form. During this phase the
form starts to sweat and even the most
stubborn dirt, softening, can be easily
removed with the cleaning brushes.
In a few seconds we go from a dirty
cheese to a perfectly clean and
polished one.

The F.A. ING. FERRETTI uses
producers of hot air and not open
flame (as is normally done) produced
by LPG. This solution leads to these
advantages:
Total compliance with fire safety
regulations in the workplace.
Combusted gas is no longer used on
the surface of the form of cheese.
Safeguarding the PVC brush bristles
on the cleaner from accidentally
coming into contact with the ﬂames
which tend to make them melt.
Better control of the cheese form’s
cleaning process through a dedicated

software, which allows to regulate
all the parameters necessary for this
purpose.
Possibility of making the process
lighter for the workers, with the
possibility of being able to use weight
facilitators or anthropomorphic robots.
50% time saving during form
cleaning.
A very reliable new generation
electrical panel supports all the
operations set by the ultra-modern
touch screen. From this screen we can
easily and intuitively manage all the
functions of the F.A. in addition to creating instructions (programs that can
be recalled) that work on various types
of impurities and cheese, managing
the following parameters:
•
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Operating temperature of each single
heater divided by upper surface,
bottom surface and the sides.
Preheating time.
Hot brushing time.
Cold brushing time.
Speed of rotation of the side brushes.

An F.A. cannot be missing from an
ageing warehouse that cares about its
cheese and respects the safety issues
in the working environment.

